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ABSTRACT
We detect tax law abuse by simulating the co-evolution of
tax evasion schemes and their discovery through audits. Tax
evasion accounts for billions of dollars of lost income each
year. When the IRS pursues a tax evasion scheme and
changes the tax law or audit procedures, the tax evasion
schemes evolve and change into undetectable forms. The
arms race between tax evasion schemes and tax authori-
ties presents a serious compliance challenge. Tax evasion
schemes are sequences of transactions where each transac-
tion is individually compliant. However, when all trans-
actions are combined they have no other purpose than to
evade tax and are thus non-compliant. Our method consists
of an ownership network and a sequence of transactions,
which outputs the likelihood of conducting an audit, and
requires no prior tax return or audit data. We adjust au-
dit procedures for a new generation of evolved tax evasion
schemes by simulating the gradual change of tax evasion
schemes and audit points, i.e. methods used for detecting
non-compliance. Additionally, we identify, for a given audit
scoring procedure, which tax evasion schemes will likely es-
cape auditing. The approach is demonstrated in the context
of partnership tax law and the Installment Bogus Optional
Basis tax evasion scheme. The experiments show the oscilla-
tory behavior of a co-adapting system and that it can model
the co-evolution of tax evasion schemes and their detection.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Financial and legal enterprises promote tax non-compliance

by combing through the tax code for possible areas of ex-
ploitation. Transaction sequences that reduce and obscure
the tax liabilities for their individual shareholders are con-
structed around these technicalities. In 2014 the Govern-
ment Accountability Office (GAO) estimates[7] that $91b
in underrepresented income can be attributed to tax shel-
ters implemented through “pass through” entities, such as
partnerships. While tax auditors have historical examples
of tax evasion schemes to help guide examination efforts,
tax shelter promoters often adapt their strategies as existing
schemes are uncovered and when changes are made to the ex-
isting tax regulations. One notable example is the so called
BOSS tax shelter (Bond and Options Sales Strategies) that
was detected and disallowed. After the changes to the reg-
ulation the audits in place could detect BOSS but were not
able to detect the newly emerged variant“Son of BOSS”[20].
The arms race between tax evasion schemes and actions by
tax authorities presents a significant challenge to enforce-
ment efforts. We describe a research methodology that can
help detect tax non-compliance strategies, primarily those
implemented via clauses within Subchapter K, which legis-
lates partnerships, of the IRC.

Most tax evasion schemes are sequences of transactions
where each transaction is individually compliant. However,
when all the transactions are combined they have no other
purpose than to evade tax. The law is difficult to articulate
correctly for all possible cases, there are immeasurable com-
binations of transactions. Thus, it is possible to disallow the
uncovered cases of tax non-compliance via anti-abuse doc-
trines, e.g. the “economic substance” doctrine, which speci-
fies that transactions must contain both economic substance
and a business purpose [16].

Our approach for detecting tax evasion places us in the
realm of AI research and legal reasoning that started in the
1970s [5] The field of AI and law [17, 3] deals with simu-
lation of norms and their emergence [11]. Pioneering work
regarding taxes occurs in “Taxman” [13]. Later, machine
learning has emerged as a means of detecting non-compliant
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networks of transactions [6, 18]
The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) uses protocols to rate

whether an entity is suspicious enough to undergo a full au-
dit [2]. Our goal is to help tax authorities anticipate how
changes to the tax code and audits drive non-compliance
strategies. Our approach is to model the co-evolutionary
arms race between transaction sequences in ownership net-
works with their corresponding audit observables.

The main challenge is how to detect tax non-compliance,
i.e. figuring out how it is possible to evade tax. Tax evaders
often try to obfuscate their schemes by using large hierar-
chies of entities, e.g. up to 100 tiers and 10.000 partners,
providing as little information as possible, obfuscating in-
formation and stalling filing report. The auditors initially
work with aggregated and dispersed information from the
tax returns, e.g on form 1065 (Schedule K-1) for year 2014,
only the occurrence of a Internal Revenue Code (IRC) §754
election has to be reported. The complicated corresponding
calculations demonstrating the basis adjustments are filed
as separate paper attachments. The tax law, e.g. calcula-
tion of basis, can be complicated in some paragraphs and
byzantine in others. For example, owners of a partnership
need to adjust, maintain and update separate basis values
in relation to the owner and asset, in part described by IRC
§755. Consequently, we need to determine which tax results
are reached that run contrary to the purpose of the statutes
that are used to produce such as result.

Our model includes a method for generating any feasi-
ble transaction sequences in a specified tax ecosystem and
a practical simulation of transaction sequences that outputs
the tax liability and audit score, within the specified context.
Also, we introduce an optimization method that can find
non-compliance, i.e. a method to search for non-compliant
sequences of transactions. An important property from us-
ing tax code and audit simulation to detect unknown non-
compliance is that it does not require data.

Our method of detecting tax non-compliance is similar to
“10,000 monkeys using TurboTax”. First we create and en-
code a model of the relevant parts of the law by defining
actors and actions in the tax ecosystem, in order to calcu-
late the tax liability for a sequence of transactions given an
initial ownership network. Entity ownership forms the con-
nections between entities in the network and a transaction
between two entities changes the network state. Each trans-
action is simulated and checked for feasibility before apply-
ing law and accounting rules. Auditors might observe any
transaction within the sequence and ownership network, not
only the preceding transaction. There are an infinite num-
ber of transaction sequences and the order of the transac-
tions is important when calculating tax liability. Thus, we
described a compressed form represents all possible trans-
action sequences and ownership networks. From the com-
pressed form it is possible to generate any combination of
transaction sequences. During auditing, what to observe
must be chosen conscientiously from all the possible observ-
ables. The arms race between tax evader and auditor directs
the optimization, e.g. detecting novel suspicious networks of
transactions. The co-evolutionary process creates the next
generation of transaction sequences and audit observables
and requires both to be updated. The observables that an
auditor is interested in can be checked while evaluating the
transactions. The model then assigns a tax non-compliance
risk and an audit likelihood score to transaction networks

and audit observables. Previously, Genetic Algorithms have
been used for searching for tax non-compliance [19] and for
co-evolutionary search.

We proceed as follows in describing how our method, called
Simulating Coevolution and Tax Evasion (SCOTE) can de-
tect tax non-compliance. Section 2 has background of part-
nership tax law used in SCOTE, related literature and meth-
ods. In section 3 methodology is provided. In section 4 we
demonstrate the capability of SCOTE to identify an artifi-
cial basis step-up tax scheme called iBOB. Finally, there are
conclusions and future work in Section 5.

2. BACKGROUND
We begin with a background of partnership tax law, re-

lated literature on AI and tax evasion and co-evolutionary
heuristics for optimization.

2.1 Partnership tax law fundamentals
We focus on taxes incurred during the sale of investment

property. An extensive set of rules applies to the calculation
of taxes during such transactions [9]. The terms of interest
are: a) Basis: The original investment to acquire an asset,
often its purchase price. Basis is used to determine gain or
loss on asset disposition b) Fair Market Value: The value
of an asset at a given time. c) Gain: A result of when an
asset is disposed at a price higher than its adjusted basis.
d) Loss: A result of when an asset is disposed at a price
lower than its adjusted basis. If losses exceed gains, the
excess can be deducted from an individual’s tax return to
reduce their overall tax liability up to a pre-defined thresh-
old. Net losses in excess of this threshold can be rolled across
multiple years. The use of basis to calculate taxable gain is
described in figure 3a.

Individuals have been found to disguise gains by con-
ducting transactions across multiple tiers of nested part-
nerships [20]. Taxable gain or deductible loss calculation
using basis can become complicated when individuals form
partnerships by pooling resources (e.g. cash, property) to
conduct joint businesses. Partnerships are legal tax entities
that are governed by rules defined in sub-chapter K, §701–
777 of the IRC. While partnerships are required to file a
tax return detailing their economic activity they are not di-
rectly taxed and instead any gain/loss is “passed through”
to their immediate owners in proportion to their ownership
percentages. In order to determine the corresponding tax
liability for each of the partners, the basis of the original
assets contributed to the partnership must be tracked. The
basis must be tracked separately for both the “inside basis”
–the share of basis assigned to each partner for all assets
held by partnership, and the “outside basis” –the basis each
partner holds in their partnership interest. Most times, the
inside and outside basis will match but can begin to differ
when partnership interests are transferred. In order to re-
move this mis-match, partnerships are allowed to adjust the
inside basis of their assets using a special election known
as the §754 election. A basis adjustment occurs in the case
of two separate scenarios: a) sale of a partnership interest,
defined in IRC §743, and/or b) distribution of property, de-
fined in IRC §734.

2.2 Detecting Tax Non-Compliance
Tax evasion can be considered a gamble like any other

investment involving risk and uncertainty [1]. This insight
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forms the basis for many agent based modeling approaches
that divert from standard microeconomic notions of tax eva-
sion and instead consider the individual preferences of het-
erogeneous agents [4, 15]. Alternate techniques use machine
learning algorithms, e.g. Decision Trees, Neural Networks,
Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machines [6].

In biology, co-evolution describes situations where two or
more species reciprocally affect each other’s evolution. The
notion of adversarial co-evolution from biology can be used
for the circumstances of the auditors, e.g. each time the IRS
changes the tax code the tax evaders react by finding new
loopholes, similar to foxes and hares. The system dynamics
reflect a constant transition of complementary adjustments,
with each predator/prey seeking advantage over the preda-
tor/prey under adjustment.

Co-evolutionary optimization heuristics [10] evaluate solu-
tions based on interactions between populations of multiple
solutions. The Genetic Algorithm (GA) [8] is used for co-
evolutionary optimization. It is a general-purpose stochastic
adaptive learning heuristic that searches and scores solutions
in parallel. The GA draws inspiration from the fundamental
principles of population adaptation through inheritance, se-
lection and genetic variation in neo-Darwinian evolution. In
the GA solutions are represented as fixed length bitstrings,
evaluation accredits a score(fitness) to a solution, good(fit)
solutions are selected as parents, and new solutions are cre-
ated by inheritance with variation, see Figure 1.

1. Initialize

2. Evaluate

3. Select

4. Vary

5. Replace

6. Terminate

7. Iterate

1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0

1 0 0 0

1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0

1 0 0 0

2
2

1

1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0

2
2

0 0 1 0
1 1 1 0

0
0

0

0
0

1 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 1 1 1 00 0

1 1 0 0 0

New Population

Population

Population

Population

New Population

Population

Population

Figure 1: Overview of the flow of a Genetic Algorithm. A popu-
lation of bitstrings is created as fixed length bitstrings, evaluation
accredits a score(fitness to a solution, good(fit) solutions are se-
lected as parents, and new solutions are created by inheritance
with variation.

3. SCOTE – A METHOD FOR DETECTING
TAX LAW NON-COMPLIANCE

The levels of SCOTE are: a) the representation level
of the tax ecosystem, with the representation of tax eva-
sion schemes and audit score sheets, here we use decision
rule trees to represent law b) the simulation level that pro-
cesses a transaction sequence and outputs tax liability and
audit score c) the optimization level that searches transac-
tion sequences based on audit risk. The levels are described
in more detail in this section, along with a formalization of
SCOTE.

3.1 Model of tax non-compliance
We have broken the tax ecosystem down into three funda-

mental components; tax entities (e.g. taxpayers, partner-
ships) their assets (e.g. cash, real-estate, securities) and the
corresponding transactions that occur amongst them. Tax
laws govern interactions between entities and specify any re-
sulting tax liability that might occur as a result. Adherence
to these tax laws is verified by the use of compliance audits.

The tax ecosystem model components, as an ownership
network and sequence of transactions that are suited for a
computational search of non-compliance. Figure 2 show how
the input of a transaction, audit score sheet and ownership
network are checked for feasibility, transfer of assets, calcu-
lation of tax and audit, and then outputs tax liability, audit
score and an updated ownership network.

Transaction

Feasibility Transfer Tax Audit Score

Tax Liability

Network’

Audit Sheet

Network Audit

Figure 2: SCOTE tax ecosystem model has transaction, audit
score sheet and ownership network. These are checked for feasi-
bility, transfer of assets, calculation of tax and audit, that yields
a tax liability, audit score and updated ownership network.

3.1.1 Tax transactions and ownership networks
We represent the partnership and asset activity in an own-

ership network, it provides transaction level chronological
snapshots of activity regarding assets in the portfolios and
their bases. The nodes in the network represent tax enti-
ties, while the edges represent ownership relations between
those entities. A transaction consists of a pair of actions
in opposite directions which both change the state of the
network. An action transfers an asset from one entity to
another entity. Each action alters the state of the network
by updating the stateful variables in the nodes. Moreover,
each entity has a portfolio of assets that it owns. An asset is
transferred from the portfolio of one entity to the portfolio
of another entity.

For example: Take a tax ecosystem with four entities, two

taxpayers (Taxpayer A and B) and two partnerships (Partner-

ship P1 and P2) as in Figure 3a, the nodes in the network are

entities, arrows are edges for ownership relations and the dotted

lines represent the transaction. Taxpayer B buys a share in Part-

nership P1 from Taxpayer A with cash. In the transaction, which

consists of two actions, Action 1 transfers cash from Taxpayer B

to Taxpayer A and Action 2 transfers a partnership share from

Taxpayer A to Taxpayer B. When the partnership share is trans-

ferred to node Taxpayer B, the node Taxpayer A is updated to

show the cash in its portfolio. In addition, the transaction results

in income for Taxpayer A, the basis is lower than the price that

Taxpayer B paid for the asset, $40, 000 = $80, 000− $40, 000.

The network representation of our tax ecosystem allows
us to record snapshots of a sequence of transactions between
multiple entities and calculate tax incurred per entity, per
transaction. Transactions happen sequentially, at any given
time a transaction will only take place between two given
nodes. The network representation also makes our design
modular. We can add different kinds of entities by introduc-
ing more nodes in the network and similarly we can intro-
duce more diversity within nodes by having different kinds
of assets.
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Taxpayer A�
- House: $500,000�
  Basis: $300,000�
- P1 Share: $80,000�
  Basis: $40,000�

Partnership P1�
- Stock X: $140,000�

 Basis: $40,000�
- P2 Share: $60,000�

Basis: $75,000

Partnership P2
- Stock Y: $25,000�

Basis: $60,000�
- Cash: $75,000

40%

60%

Taxpayer B�
- Stock Z: $950,000�
  Basis: $200,000�
- Cash: $120,000�

P1 Share

Cash

(a) Initial state and transaction

Taxpayer A�
- House: $500,000�
  Basis: $300,000�
- Cash: $80,000�
 ——————————— �
Income: $40,000�

Partnership P1�
- Stock X: $140,000�

 Basis: $40,000�
- P2 Share: $60,000�

Basis: $75,000

Partnership P2�
- Stock Y: $25,000�

Basis: $60,000�
- Cash: $75,000

40%

60%

Taxpayer B�
- Stock Z: $950,000�
  Basis: $200,000�
- Cash: $40,000
- P1 Share: $80,000�
 Basis: $80,000

(b) State after transaction

Figure 3: Example of transaction with a network representation showing relationship edges and network state transition via a transaction.

3.1.2 Audit score sheets
Audits play two roles in SCOTE. First we use them to

direct and co-adapt transaction sequences towards evasion
(see Section 3.3.1). Second, they are used to discern the na-
ture of the non-compliance. The IRS issues tax guidance on
matters related to regulations, revenue rulings and revenue
procedures, using a number of announcements and notices.
These collective communications can be used to clarify the
intent of the tax code and determine specific transactions
and/or transaction types deemed to be in violation of cer-
tain regulatory statutes. In SCOTE, the IRS audits are
modeled based on this public information. E.g. , in 2004 the
IRC was altered in §743(a) to read

The basis of partnership property shall not be ad-

justed as the result of (1) a transfer of an interest in

a partnership by sale or exchange or on the death of a

partner unless (2) the election provided by §754 (re-

lating to optional adjustment to basis of partnership

property) is in effect with respect to such partner-

ship or (3) unless the partnership has a substantial

built-in loss immediately after such transfer.

We have added numbers in parenthesis to signify observable
events and the amendment is captured in SCOTE as fol-
lows: (1) The sale of a partnership interest in exchange
for a taxable asset. (2) The partnership whose shares are
being transferred has not made a §754 election. (3) The
seller’s basis in respect to the non-cash assets owned by the
partnership exceeds their FMV by more than $250, 000.

An audit is a procedure that examines a sequence of trans-
actions for particular events that are tracked. To represent
audits in SCOTE we use a list of audit points (weights),
corresponding to all detectable events that can occur when
a network of transactions is executed. An audit score sheet
is a collection of audit points, each corresponding to a dif-
ferent type of event that may be present in a transaction.
The higher the audit points associated with a certain type
of event, the more suspicious that type of event is. We also
constrain the sum of audit points to equal one, in order
to mirror the limited resources available for auditing. The
audit score associated with a sequence of transactions and
an audit score sheet is defined as the sum of all of the au-
dit points present in a sequence of transactions, multiplied
by their respective frequencies. Visually, audit score sheets

can be represented by a spreadsheet, with each row corre-
sponding to a different type of audit observable as shown
in Table 1. One can imagine a hypothetical auditor going
through a network of transactions and incrementing the fre-
quency in the far right column whenever each type of event
is observed.

Table 1: Each row has the observable, the associated audit point
and the number of times it occurs in a sequence of transactions

Observable Point Frequency
Activity1 Point1 Frequency1
. . . . . . . . .
Activityn Pointn Frequencyn

Using this formulation, we interpret an audit score as the
likelihood that a sequence of transactions will be audited.

The representation of audit points relies on the presence
of “observable” events. An observable event is one that is
possible to detect in the tax ecosystem model, but not nec-
essarily by the IRS. E.g, if a taxpayer purchases a share in
a partnership for cash, SCOTE will process that as a trans-
action involving a partnership asset, as well as all parties
involved in the transaction, while an actual audit would re-
quire more effort to acquire the information. Three possible
types of events are observable within SCOTE, but are not
currently used by the IRS for auditing decisions. 1) Events
that are possible to observe 2) Events that may be impossi-
ble or very difficult to observe, but can be captured with an
observable proxy 3) Events that are impossible to observe
due to either logistical or legal reasons.

3.1.3 Design of tax law and its application to trans-
actions

A transaction is evaluated by abstracting the tax law into
three parts. The parts that the tax law checks are:

Feasibility of a transaction A transaction consists of one
action transferring an asset from one entity to another
entity, and the other action transferring an asset in the
other direction. A transaction is checked to determine
a) if two assets can be exchanged for each other b) if the
entity owns the asset that it is attempting to transfer
c) if the receiving entity is allowed to receive the asset.
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Transfer of assets Check the rules regarding the transfer
of assets, e.g. how the basis of the underlying assets
is adjusted when a partnership asset is transferred. A
simplified decision rule tree regarding basis alteration
from a transfer of an asset is shown in Figure 4.

Action(From Entity, To Entity, From Asset)

What is the asset type?Cash

Annuity

Material

Partnership Asset

754 Election

Step up the basis Do nothing

DONE

DONE

DONE

DONEDONE

Readjust Partnership shares

Figure 4: A decision rule tree that shows the checks on an asset
transfer in a transaction.

Calculate the tax from the transaction Check the rules
regarding the tax calculation of the transaction, e.g. when
an entity exchanges an annuity no taxable gain or loss
can be incurred, see figure 5 for a decision rule tree
visualization.

Action(From Entity, To Entity, From Asset)

What is the asset type?Cash

Annuity MaterialPartnership Asset

Tax = FMV - B

From is tax payer From is Partnership

Tax = 0

Tax = 0

Push up tax to ownersDONE

DONE

From is tax payer From is Partnership

For each partnerTax = FMV - IB

Tax = (IMV - IB) + FMV*s - IMV

Figure 5: A decision rule tree that shows the tax calculation on
an asset transfer.

SCOTE is extensible not only with regards to the entities
and assets in the tax ecosystem, but also when and where
a tax law is expressed, and to what degree the tax law is
simplified. Modification of tax law requires alteration to all
three parts.

3.2 Simulating the tax ecosystem model
At the heart of SCOTE is the tax ecosystem simulation

of the model, see figure 6. It initializes the model of our tax
ecosystem and evaluates transactions between entities. It
derives the tax liability incurred by these transactions. The
input to the simulation is an ownership network, an audit
score sheet with associated points for each audit observable
and a transaction sequence. The transaction sequences are
complete as they detail every interaction between nodes in
the ownership network. The tax ecosystem model checks to
see if transactions are valid and taxable. A transaction up-
dates the state of the ownership network, and concurrently
the audit score and the tax liability are calculated. As each
transaction in the network is executed, the tax simulator
calculates the audit score for the types of financial events

indicated on the audit score sheet. The entire transaction
sequence is evaluated by iterating over it.

Tax Evader

Auditor

Tax Evasion Scheme

Taxable 
Income

Audit Score Sheet

Audit
Score

0.2

0.3

0.5

Figure 6: SCOTE simulating tax ecosystem

3.3 Optimization architecture
The optimization in SCOTE is directed by the adversarial

dependence between tax evasion and audits. SCOTE per-
forms a co-evolution of a population of tax evasion schemes
with a population of audit score sheets, both of which are
evaluated in every step against a sub-population of the op-
posite agent type, as shown in Figure 7. That is, each tax
evasion scheme“selects” some audit score sheets to calculate
its fitness. Similarly, each audit score sheet selects some tax
evasion schemes to calculate its fitness.

Tax Evader

Auditor

Select & Vary 

Select & Vary

Tax Ecosystem

0.2 0.3 0.5

Figure 7: Concurrent optimization of high likelihood audit scores
and low risk tax evasion schemes.

The GA performs an optimization on sequences of trans-
actions to find the specific sequence of transactions that
maximize a fitness score. A tax scheme generated by the GA
is represented by a list of integers. A parser is used to read
these integers and generate a network of transactions with
the help of a grammar, as done by GE, see appendix 6. The
transactions consist of a list of Java interpretable objects
that are input to a tax ecosystem simulation to calculate
the resulting taxable gain. The mechanics of co-evolution
are identical to a standard GA, except the fitness for each
individual is calculated with a k size subset of the opposite
population.

3.3.1 Rewarding co-evolution
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The goal of the tax evader is to minimize audit likelihood
and maximize deductible loss. The reward of individual so-
lutions in co-evolutionary search can be assigned with so
called fitness functions. First, each set of transactions gen-
erates a deductible loss. Second, an audit score sheet gen-
erates an audit score, based on a sequence of transactions,
which represents the likelihood that a scheme will be au-
dited, i.e. the risk of being audited.

We take into account both the effectiveness of a tax eva-
sion scheme from a tax perspective and a risk perspective.
Two terms in the function effect a tax evasion scheme’s
fitness. First, fitness is positively correlated with the de-
ductible loss. A tax evasion scheme is only effective if it
results in a low tax liability. The second term in the func-
tion represents the likelihood of the audit disallowing the tax
benefits gained from the scheme, which takes into account
the likelihood of an audit (audit score). There should be
little reduction in fitness if little tax is evaded because there
is a lower likelihood that an audit will result in a negative
ruling. Conversely, the objective of the auditing behaviors
is the opposite of the objective for the evaders.

3.4 Formal Description of SCOTE
This section describes SCOTE in a more formal notation

in order to define the scope of the approach.

3.4.1 Model of tax ecosystem
The ownership network at a given time is defined as a list

of entities, each of which owns a set of assets. At any point,
the state of the network can be described as some γ ∈ Γ,
where γ = {e, a, d}, where e = {ei}k1

i=0 is the set of entities,

a = {ai}k2
i=0 is the set of all assets and k1, k2 ∈ Z+, ei ∈

E, ai ∈ A. The operator d determines the owner of each
asset, i.e d : A �→ E, where A is the space of assets and E is
the space of entities.

Next we define a sequence of transactions as a vector
t = {ti}ki=0 for some k ∈ Z+, t ∈ T is the space of all
transactions. A transaction is defined as t = {ef , et, af , at},
where ef , et ∈ E are two entities and af , at ∈ A are two
assets that are being exchanged between the two entities.
For audits, suppose that there are n specific types of

events that are observable, represented by {bi}ni=0. Associ-
ated with each type of event are the audit points {αi}ni=0,α ∈
R and the frequency that the event occurs within a network
of transactions {fi}ni=0, fi ∈ Z+. We can then write the
audit score, s corresponding to the audit score sheet and
network of transactions as

s =

n�

i=0

αi ∗ fi where
n�

i=0

αi = 1

We observe that laws governing a given transaction de-
pend on the “type” of assets and entities being exchanged.
For example, the laws governing the exchange of a hotel for
cash between two taxpayers are different from those gov-
erning the contribution of an annuity to a partnership in
exchange for a share. Thus, we can determine the laws gov-
erning a given transaction by the combination of both asset
and entity types.

3.4.2 Simulation of tax ecosystem
Consider the abstract transaction t = (ef , et, af , at), which

states that entity ef gives et the asset af in exchange for at.

Define Ê to be the finite set of entity types, and Â to be

the finite set of asset types. We can then write the set of
all transactions as a union of disjoint subsets T = ∪n

i=0Ti,
where each subset contains all transactions of a certain com-
bination of asset and entity types. The steps that follow are.

1. a transaction type t is first checked to see if it is within
the bounds of the legal/feasible region by first de-
termining to which subset Ti it belongs. We define
µ : Ti �→ Φ as a map from a subset Ti ∈ T to Φ
that determines the laws φ that govern the transac-
tion, given its combination of asset/entity types.

2. the transfers in the two actions composing the trans-
action represent the transition of the network state
γt to γt+1 and γt+1 to γt+2 according to the map
τ : T× Γ �→ Γ

3. taxable gain/loss calculation takes a transaction t and
a network state γt and maps it to a deductible loss
value dL for each taxable entity and an updated net-
work state, P : T× Γ �→ R× Γ

3.4.3 Optimization of tax ecosystem
We can describe the process by which sequences of trans-

actions and initial ownership network are generated by defin-
ing a grammar Ξt : Zn

+ �→ T×Γ that maps a list of n integers
to an element in the set of sequences of transaction (T) and
an element in the set of all ownership networks (Γ). Thus,
for any x ∈ Zn

+, Ξt(x) = (t, γ0) where t ∈ T is a sequence
of transactions and γ0 ∈ Γ is an initial network.

We can now define the space of auditing observables as Ψ,
where for some m ∈ Z+,

Ψ = {{bi}mi=0 : bi ∈ [0, 1] and

m�

i=0

bi = 1} ⊂ Rm
+

The grammar Ξa : Zm
+ �→ Ψ maps a vector y ∈ Zm

+ to an
element in the set of auditing behavior.

The tax ecosystem is defined as a function F : T×Γ×Ψ �→
R2

+ that takes as input a sequence of transactions, an ini-
tial network state and auditing observables, and generates
a network state and audit score. Contained within the net-
work state is the deductible loss dL. In other words, for
any t ∈ T and γ0 ∈ Γ generated from the same vector of
integers x and accompanying auditing observables ψ ∈ Ψ,
F (t, γ0,ψ) = (dL, s)

The function F can be broken up into a network of tran-
sition functions that has the same length as the number
of transactions in the transaction set contained within the
function call (k). Each transition function generates a new
network state and an audit score. So for all i ∈ [0, k],
Fi (ti, γi,ψ) = (γi+1, si) where s = sk
The goal of the tax evader is to minimize audit likeli-

hood and maximize recognizable loss. First of all, each set
of transactions generates a deductible loss, dL. Secondly an
audit score sheet generates an audit score, s based on a net-
work of transactions, which represents the likelihood that a
scheme will be audited, i.e. the risk of being audited. Thus,
we can represent the fitness function, he for a tax evasion
scheme, given a specific audit score sheet, as he = dL(1− s)

The goal of the auditor is to maximize the likelihood of
an audit of a network of transactions with high deductible
loss. The fitness function for an audit score sheet given a
specific tax evasion scheme is the same as that shown above,
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but with the opposite sign ha = −he = −dL(1 − s). An
audit score sheet is fit for a specific evasion scheme if either
1) there is a high level of taxable gain 2) if there is a high
likelihood that if not much tax is collected, then the scheme
will be audited

We describe how to judge the fitness of a network of trans-
actions t and an auditing behavior ψ based on the deductible
loss dL and audit score s generated from the tax ecosys-
tem model F. We can now also define the fitness function
h : R2

+ �→ R as such he (dL, s) = dL(1− s)
Now it is possible to fully define the maximizing objectives

of networks of transactions as

argmax
x∗∈X

�
he

�
F (Ξt(x

∗),Ξa(y))
��

=

arg max
t∗∈T,γ∗

0∈Γ

�
he

�
F (t∗, γ∗

0 ,ψ)
��

over all y ∈ B(ŷ, r1) for some ŷ ∈ Zm
+ , where B(ŷ, r1)

is a ball of radius r1 ∈ R+ around ŷ. This represents the
fact that the goal of the GA is to find local maxima around
some subset of auditing behavior, rather than attempting to
search the entire Φ space. Conversely, the objective for the
auditing behaviors is to maximize the positive ha function,
the opposite of the objective for the evaders.

4. EXPERIMENTS WITH SCOTE
We demonstrate how transaction schemes and audit scores

co-evolve in SCOTE by using an artificial basis step-up scheme.
The aim of the experiments is to demonstrate that SCOTE
can optimize simultaneously for tax evasion schemes and au-
dit scores as they mutually adapt to one another over time.
The results demonstrate that SCOTE has the fundamental
components and processes for detecting tax non-compliance.

4.1 iBOB– An artificial basis step-up scheme
For the purposes of these experiments, we consider a par-

ticular known tax evasion scheme called Installment Bogus
Optional Basis (iBOB). In iBOB, a taxpayer arranges a net-
work of transactions designed to reduce his tax liability upon
the eventual sale of an asset owned by one of his subsidiaries.
He does this by stepping up the basis of this asset according
to the rules set forth in §755 of the IRC. In this way, he
manages to eliminate taxable gain while ostensibly remain-
ing within the bounds of the tax law [20].

The sequence of transactions, shown graphically in Fig-
ure 8, for the iBOB scheme are enumerated:

0. In the initial ownership network Mr. Jones is a 99% partner
in JonesCo and FamilyTrust, whereas JonesCo is itself a
99% partner in another partnership, NewCo. NewCo owns
a hotel with a current fair market value (FMV) of $200. If
NewCo decides to sell the hotel at time step 1, Mr. Jones
will incur a tax from this sale. The tax that Mr. Jones owes
is the difference between the FMV at which the hotel was
sold and his share of inside basis in this hotel, i.e. $199-
$119 = $80. Mr. Jones can evade this tax by artificially
stepping up the inside basis of the hotel to $199.

1. In the first transaction, we see that FamilyTrust, which Mr.
Jones controls, decides to buy JonesCo’s partnership share
in NewCo for a promissory note with a current value of
$199. Of course, FamilyTrust has no intention of paying off
this note, as any such payments entail a tax burden upon
NewCo. Having already made a 754 election, FamilyTrust
steps up its inside basis in the hotel to $199.

2. When NewCo sells the Hotel to Mr.Brown for $200, Mr.
Jones does not incur any tax, as the difference between the
current market value and his share of inside basis in the
hotel is now zero.

4.2 Parameter settings in SCOTE experiments
To run SCOTE we need to specify the co-evolutionary

optimization parameters, initial network of tax entities, the
grammar for transactions and the audit score sheet’s observ-
ables.

The parameters that govern the GA are displayed in Ta-
ble 2. We ran 100 independent iterations of the co-evolutionary
GA. We chose 0.5 of the tax scheme population for eval-
uating the fitness of the solution in the other audit score
population and vice-versa. The fitness function is the one
described in Section 3.4.3.

Table 2: co-evolutionary optimization parameters for SCOTE

Parameter Description Value
Mutation rate probability of integer change in

individual
0.1

Crossover rate probability of combining two in-
dividual integer strings

0.7

Tournament Size number of competitors when de-
termining most fit individuals

2

Number chosen fraction of other population that
each individual is tested against

0.5

Population size number of individuals in each
population

100

Generations number of times populations are
evaluated

100

We initialize a network with two Taxpayers, Mr. Jones
and Mr. Brown, and three partnerships, JonesCo, NewCo,
and FamilyTrust. These entities have portfolios of assets
that include Cash, an Annuity, a Hotel, and various part-
nership shares. The assets can have different fair market
values. The Backus-Naur Form (BNF) grammar used by
SCOTE is detailed in figure 10.

In addition to the sequence for iBOB, we note two addi-
tional patterns of transaction activity that can sometimes
result in zero tax liability for Mr Jones. The first of these
involves the transfer of a partnership interest between two
linked entities in the same enterprise structure [12], usu-
ally resulting in a basis adjustment due to an earlier §754
election. By linked we mean a transaction in which the
two parties are connected by an ownership relationship. In
the IBOB context, these include “singly linked” transac-
tions, such as those that may occur between Mr Jones and
JonesCo, and doubly linked transactions, as may occur be-
tween Mr Jones and NewCo. These types of transactions
result in zero tax liability for all parties, but would almost
certainly be audited. The second such transaction involves
the use of annuities such as promissory notes, because an-
nuities allow for tax deferral, which always works to the
taxpayer’s benefit. As with linked transactions, defaulting
on annuity payments is nominally legal and results in zero
tax liability, but can be very suspicious for auditors.

The experiments: 1, (Section 4.3.1), show that when
there is no audit observable that can capture the evasive
scheme, the non observable tax evasion scheme population
converges to the tax evasion scheme that cannot be detected
2, (Section 4.3.2) shows that if the tax evasion scheme is
observable, then the audit points will converge. 3, (Sec-
tion 4.3.3) shows that if not all schemes are observable the
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Figure 8: The steps in the iBOB tax evasion scheme. The basis of an asset is artificially stepped up and tax is avoided by using
“pass-through” entities.

evasion schemes and audits fitnesses oscillate, this is enabled
by a constraint to the audit observables, one of the audit ob-
servables has to be zero, to model limited audit resources.

For the experiments considered here, the model represents
audit scores as the sum of four audit points between 0 and
1 as shown in Table 3. The value of each audit point can
be thought of as the relative importance of the associated
behavior to the IRS.

Table 3: Each row lists an audit observable. Each column lists
an experiment and their average initial distribution of weights in
the population.

Audit observable Exp 1 Exp 2 Exp 3
iBOB 0 0.25 0.25
Annuity 0.33 0.25 0.25
Linked 0.33 0.25 0.25
Double Linked 0.33 0.25 0.25

4.3 Results – Co-evolution of iBOB
We verified the co-evolutionary dynamics of SCOTE and

their sufficiency to find existing tax evasion schemes. We
expect that as these schemes evolve to accommodate existing
audit priorities, the audit points will themselves evolve to
detect the new evasion behavior. This should result in either
convergent or oscillatory dynamics.

4.3.1 Experiment 1: Audit observables not covering
the tax evasion schemes

For this experiment we purposefully left out audit observ-
ables that can detect iBOB. Thus, once iBOB is found it
should propagate through the tax evasion scheme popula-
tion on the merit of being the best tax evasion scheme and
unauditable. In fact iBOB was found in 34% of the itera-
tions, and we expect most iterations to converge to iBOB if
the number of generations were increased. In addition, the
audit points are unchanged and in equilibrium once iBOB
has been found. See Figure 9a for a plot of tax evasion and
audit score sheet best fitness from one iteration. We note
that transactions that exchange a material for an annuity
are assigned a higher audit point.

There is a clear pattern when iBOB is evolved: initially,
the pool of tax evasion schemes gravitates towards a network
of transactions that contains suspicious activity, which the
audit scores are able to detect. Only after the audit scores

evolve to reduce the fitness of such schemes does iBOB be-
come dominant.

Note that, two distinct meta-stable states emerge when
the basic iBOB is not found. The most common is when a
suspicious scheme is evolved in an early generation, which
the audit scores can effectively detect early on, causing the
scheme fitness to converge towards its minimum and the tax
code fitness to converge to its maximum. Alternatively, the
pools of both evasion schemes and audit scores oscillate in
respect to each other for the duration of the run, implying
a process of suspicious schemes emerging and audit scores
evolving to detect them, causing another suspicious scheme
to become dominant. Runs with oscillations or long-lived
transients, show the kind of predator-prey dynamics we ex-
pect, and illustrate that the search can sometimes get stuck
in a ‘meta-stable state’, as it were. We know the only stable
configuration is one in which iBOB dominates the popu-
lation – any ”oscillations”, whatever the intervals between
transient peaks, and whatever the number of those peaks
must eventually give way to iBOB.

4.3.2 Experiment 2: Audit observables covering the
tax evasion scheme

In this experiment we include an audit observable that can
detect iBOB. Thus, iBOB should not be able to propagate
through the tax evasion scheme population. Because the au-
dit score sheets were previously unable to detect iBOB, the
fitness of the tax evasion schemes would only oscillate until
a single iBOB scheme was introduced into the population,
at which point it would quickly propagate.

Figure 9b displays the fitnesses of both the tax evasion
schemes and the audit score sheets from the best individual
from each generation from one iteration. Since the audit
points completely cover all transactions that can create large
deductible loss, the fitness is always minimal for the evasion
schemes and maximal for audit score sheets. We conclude
that the observed co-evolutionary dynamics of SCOTE are
consistent with what we expect if SCOTE is functioning
correctly.

4.3.3 Experiment 3: Co-evolution when prioritizing
audit observables

Our goal with this experiment was to generate sustained
oscillatory dynamics, since we have shown in previous ex-
periments that oscillations in tax evasion scheme fitness are
possible for a short amount of time before converging to
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(a) Audit observables not covering iBOB (b) Audit observables covering iBOB (c) Prioritizing audit observables iBOB

Figure 9: Example run for best fitness over generation during the evolution of tax evasion schemes for iBOB with SCOTE

equilibrium. This is a necessary step because an assumption
underlying our model is that tax evasion schemes and audit
scores sheets are engaged in a perpetual arms race process
in which no global attractor exists. Because the audit score
sheets were in Experiment 1 unable to detect iBOB, the fit-
ness of the tax evasion schemes would only oscillate until a
single iBOB scheme was introduced into the population, at
which point it would quickly propagate.

To generate sustained oscillations, we augment the audit
score sheets to assign the lowest audit point a value of zero,
so that there will always be at least one scheme that is not
detectable by the auditor. Our hypothesis is that once the
population of audit score sheets begins to converge, a tax
evasion scheme will evolve that utilizes the type of behavior
that is currently not detectable by the majority of audit
score sheets. The effective tax evasion scheme will propagate
within its population until the audit score sheets gradually
evolve to detect the now dominant behavior.

Figure 9c displays the fitnesses of both the tax evasion
schemes and the audit scores from the best individual from
each generation during a single iteration. In this scenario,
since the audit observables cannot completely cover all the
transactions that can create large deductible losses, the fit-
ness oscillates between minimal for the evasion schemes and
maximal for audit score sheets and vice versa.

There is at first a high level of fitness among tax evasion
schemes across all runs, but the initial dominant scheme
is quickly detected by the corresponding audit score sheet
population, which decreases the overall fitness. Over time,
new tax evasion schemes emerge in some of the runs that
are initially not detectable by the corresponding audit score
sheet population, which generates a rapid upward surge in
tax evasion fitness. Conversely, the audit score sheets take
a longer time to adapt to the new tax evasion scheme. The
audit score sheets eventually evolve the audit points to de-
tect the type of behavior that is present in the new dominant
tax evasion schemes, but the process is more gradual. These
results confirm our hypothesis that under the correct con-
ditions, sustained oscillatory dynamics in the fitness of tax
evasion schemes are possible.

5. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
When the IRS pursues a tax evasion scheme and changes

the tax law, the tax evasion schemes evolve and new ones
appear. We showed that SCOTE generates oscillatory dy-
namics between tax evasion scheme effectiveness and the

audit score sheets’ ability to detect them. SCOTE is based
on a network-based representation, entities are nodes with
assets and edges are ownership relations between entities
and transactions are transfers of assets between nodes, i.e.
state changes of the network. With SCOTE, transactions
are concurrently tested against a list of audit points and a
tax evasion scheme respectively. The result of the simulation
gives a tax evasion risk measure for the transactions and a
likelihood of identification for the audit scores. We can both
fine-tune the audit scores for existing tax evasion schemes
and find efficient tax evasion schemes, given a list of audit
points.

Our approach to tax non-compliance by using audit points
we avoid legal complications compared to trying to explic-
itly change the legal code. Moreover, SCOTE does not re-
quire data and thus simplifies individual privacy concerns.
SCOTE is a complement to data driven machine learning
techniques and the features and data generated by it can be
used to inform supervised and unsupervised learning meth-
ods. Finally, the model SCOTE is based on gives a readable
and intuitive understanding of how transactions lead to tax
non-compliance. Drawbacks are that currently SCOTE has
a very simplified view of transactions, audit points and law.

Our next step is to increase the complexity of both the
transactions that compose the evasion schemes and the types
of activities that are detectable by the audit score sheets.
Most important is to consult domain experts about some
generated evasion schemes to see if they are novel. The
validity of the approach can be tested on actual tax report
data. Further, new evasion schemes can be implemented and
sensitivity of SCOTE can be investigated. To automatically
detect patterns that emerge from the tax evasion schemes
and use them as audit scores will be another step.

6. APPENDIX
Grammatical Evolution (GE) is a version of the Genetic

Algorithm with a variable length integer representation and
a compressed form of indirect mapping using a grammar [14].
GE has an explicit mapping step (genotype-to-phenotype)
and biases the search by changing the grammar, e.g. alter the
search space size and reduce source code modification. The
grammar rewrites the input (genotype) to the output (phe-
notype), as shown in Figure 10. Recursive rules in the gram-
mar indicate that the search space (language) is bounded
only by the length of the input (genome) used in rewriting.

In GE, the compressed form of the search space is rep-
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Genotype: 3, 11, 10, 4, 30, 7

Map:

(1)<transactions>::=<transactions><transaction> | <transaction> 
(2)<transaction>::=Transaction(<entity>,<entity>,<Asset>,<Asset>) 
(3)<entity>::=Brown|NewCo|Jones|JonesCo|FamilyTrust 
(4)<Asset>::=<Cash>|<Material>|<Annuity> 
(5)<Cash>::=Cash(<Cvalue>) 
(6)<Material>::=Material(200,Hotel) 
(7)<Annuity>::=Annuity(<Avalue>,30) 
(8)<Cvalue>::=300|200|100 
(9)<Avalue>::=300|200|100

Grammar:

Phenotype: Transaction(NewCo, Brown, Material(200, Hotel, 1), Cash(200))

<transactions>

<transaction>

Transaction(<entity>,<entity>,<Asset>,<Asset>)

NewCo Brown <Material> <Cash>

Material(200, Hotel, 1) Cash(<CValue>)

200

2

0: 3 mod 2 = 1

1: No choice

3 4

5

6

7

8

2: 11 mod 5 = 1 3: 10 mod 5 = 0 4: 4 mod 3 = 1 6: 30 mod 3 = 0

5: No choice 7: No choice

8: 7 mod 3 = 1

Rewriting:

Figure 10: Example of how GE rewrites a list of integers (Genotype) into a list of transactions (Phenotype) with a BNF grammar.

resented by a Backus-Naur Form (BNF) grammar which
defines the language that describes the possible output sen-
tences. a BNF grammar has terminal symbols, non-terminal
symbols, a start symbol and production rules for rewriting
non-terminal symbols. The grammar is used in a generative
approach and the production rules are applied to each non-
terminal, beginning with the start symbol, until a complete
program is formed. The list of integers (genotype) rewrites
the start symbol into a sentence. An integer from the list
of integers is used to choose a production rule from the cur-
rent non-terminal symbol by taking the current integer in-
put and the modulo of the current number of production
choices. Each time a production from a rule with more than
one production choice is selected to rewrite a non-terminal,
the next integer is read and the system traverses the genome.
The rewriting is complete when the sentence comprises only
terminal symbols.
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